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PRESS RELEASE

Unique Automation is proud to present
another world first
bathomatic® 3D
bathomatic® fits all types of bathtubs seamlessly, combining luxury with eco-friendliness.
The bathomatic® 3D is the simplest bathomatic® system ever made. Consisting of just
three components the new system boosts functionality at a price tag to see it becoming the
standard of responsible bathing of the future, starting shortly at stand 5-U100 at ISE 2013
At the touch of a button bathomatic® fills your bath to perfection preventing overflowing and
unnecessary waste of water and energy. It can store many presets of the ideal temperature
and depth and if you wish it can follow changes in your body weight and adjust the depth of
your bath accordingly.
Responsible living in the 21st century is not about reducing the number of showers or baths
we take, but the way in which we do. Employing technology and making our daily life
smarter will become essential in the future and bathomatic® provides the answer for the

bathroom.

Three parts – all the experience:
1. bathomatic motorised drain with overflow filler
2. Digital water mixer
3. 3D bathomatic interface
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3D Touch - a “must” in any three dimensional world
In addition to combining luxury and eco-friendliness in a single system such as bathomatic®
we present to you the world’s first 3D touch user interface.
No larger than a hockey puck, bathomatic® 3D controls all functions of the bath with no
more than three touches. The function touch buttons on the face take you directly to depth,
temperature or presets and with the 3D rotary slider you alter their values if needed.
The 3D touch works similarly to the turning of an amplifier knob with the difference that
nothing moves apart from your fingers. You slide up to five fingers around the edge of the
interface clockwise or counter clockwise for control of temperature/flow as well as other
parameters.

bathomatic® 3D - Touch-sensing now has another dimension and is completely waterproof
without a back-box
Full IP control will be optional part of the bathomatic 3D bundle from 30th June 2013 and the
existing Crestron, AMX and other modules will operate without the need of change.
For further information visit www.uniqueautomation.co.uk or telephone +44 (0) 20 7740 3910
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